Intrepid by VitalSource addresses a broad spectrum of
corporate learning needs across two products:

Can your learners engage with each other while
applying concepts to real-world work products?

Intrepid
Learn

Do you need to scale your learning programs
without losing high engagement and learner
satisfaction?

Are you looking to securely deliver your
proprietary content?

Intrepid
Discover

Do you have a clear and concise path for
your learners to take in order to reach their
efﬁcacy goals?

If you have ever asked yourself these questions or wonder if there
is a better technology out there – well, we should deﬁnitely talk!

INTREPID LEARN

Engagement at Scale

Intrepid Learn empowers organizations to solve critical business
challenges by engaging learners at scale effectively. It’s a nimble, elegant,
cloud-based learning technology that provides an integrated social and
mobile experience speciﬁcally designed for the corporate world.

When to use
When you need your solution to be collaborative, applied and scalable
in order to deliver business impact for your challenges: onboarding,
leadership development, strategic change management, sales
enablement, technology adoption, or customer education initiatives.

Learn more www.intrepidlearning.com

INTREPID LEARN

Engagement at Scale

What we offer
Create highly engaging learning experiences at scale
Deliver business impact with learner-centric design
Conﬁgure intuitive core features for:
Cohort-driven collaborative “corporate MOOCs”
Blended continuous learning journeys
Self-directed learning experiences

Integrated collaboration, gamiﬁcation, and social capabilities
Mobile experience
Learning connected to real work through Missions and peer-review
Easy-to-use administration and course creation interface

Easily branded to your
company’s look and feel
Learn more www.intrepidlearning.com

Learning paths: Content tied to
your business context

INTREPID DISCOVER

Secure Content at Scale

Intrepid Discover allows you to create, convert, and deliver content for
the extended enterprise, securely. Whether your content is in PDF, video,
SCORM, or Ofﬁce ﬁle formats, you can drag and drop it into Intrepid
Discover and have it be available online and ofﬂine on any device, or
create new content within the platform.

SCORM

When to use
When your extended enterprise needs to curate, manage, and
securely deploy digital content for your users at their point of need,
anytime, anywhere.

Learn more
get.vitalsource.com/professional-learning

INTREPID DISCOVER

Secure Content at Scale

What we offer
Create content responsive on any mobile device
Securely delivery content with Digital Rights Management
Mobile access
Convenient, anytime, anywhere
Accessible online and ofﬂine

Deﬁne learning paths with gated content
Drag and drop existing content for a quick start
Measure and improve content through engagement analytics
Scalable for any size organization

Content paths can be gated

Learn more
get.vitalsource.com/professional-learning

Understand how your content
is being consumed through
engagement measures

